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Alaska Shorezone 20100527
Shorezone had
challenging lighting
when they flew the
Hobbit Hole at 3pm
on 20100527.
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Place-names convention: In most of my writing since publication of Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our
grandparents’ names on the land (Thornton & Martin eds. 2012: henceforth T&M12), I’ve used Tlingit
place names, followed by their translation in italic, and IWGN (important white guy name) in parentheses.
Euro-names, however regal or preemptive, were afterthoughts. Example: Dakáa Xoo, among the sleeping
man (Inian Islands). Where names have been lost, or perhaps never existed, I fall back on IWGNs. For
coastally oriented people, only a few mountains bore names. Similarly, the broadest land- and seascape
features, such as Chatham Strait and Cross Sound, have no names in Tlingit that I've so far encountered.
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Alaska Shorezone 20100527

Preface: This June, Discovery's offering
a teacher's expedition to Cross Sound
in collaboration with the Inian Island
Institute's (III's) Zach Brown. With a few
days to prepare, I'm pulling together
assorted resources: cartographic,
biologic, geologic, and cultural.
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Cover: Steve Merli and Pam Garcia on the summit of
Dakáa Xoo look northward to T'ix'aa, ice point (Taylor
Bay, left distance) and Lanastáak, nose ring (Dundas
Bay, right distance) on 0615.
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Page-2 and the obliques on this
page were among the last Southeast images to be flown by the
Alaska Shorezone Project before it
moved north to the rest of the state.
They were shot on May 27th, 2010.
If the flying gods smile, I may be
able to retake some of these from
my quadcopter.1
The map portal for AK Shorezone
is at https://alaskafisheries.noaa.
gov/mapping/szflex/
This browser has some glitches
in Mozilla, so it's better to access it
through Internet Explorer.
As an example of the utility of
Shorezone, here, (above) is an
oblique view of Lugei Yá, face on
the end of the point.
1 PS: The gods frowned. See journal for day-2
0613. It weren't a Friday. but Solo probably
thought so.

Alaska Shorezone 20100527

Dating convention in this journal is
YYYYMMDD.

Lugei Yá face on the end of the point. Photopoint circled on following index map. More on this
below in sidebar Placenames of Xunaa Káawu.

PS: On arrival at Hobbit Hole, I made copies of a Cross Sound shorezone subfolder for the Howes, and for Zach at III. Since they're all macbased and would have no use for a scaleable ArcReader photo index, I
exported the following rather micrographic jpg. To use the index, it helps
to know that the left door of the helicopter is open, and that Shorezone
photographers always shoot out that side. I've added arrows to show
flight direction, but at this scale it gets a little confusing when the chopper
loops over small coves like the Pot Hole.
The folder I shared has obliques not only for all of the Inians, but
also neighboring George Islands, the north shore of Lem, and L'aa T'un
X'áat'k'i, little-island breasts (The Sisters), far to the east beyond Hoonah.
Because this journal focuses on Dakáa Xoo, and because the other
images in the folder are far-flung & fragmentary (map below), I haven't
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exported indexes for
those locations. But
just knowing where
these flight lines are
located should help
Zach and the Howes
identify non-Inian
shots, if interested.

Obliques included in this
journal are red-circled.

Coverage of photos in shared
Shorezone subfolder
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USGS topos
The Inians happen to fall at the intersection of four different 15-minute
(inch-to-the-mile, 1:63,000 scale) topographic maps: Mount Fairweather A-1, A-2, B-1 and B-2. On the right, I've stitched them together to create a base map of our study area. I added a few missing
formal and informal place names. Below is the 1:250,000 scale topo.

Orth's Dictionary of Alaska place names (1967)—the bible for
Important White Guy Names (IWGNs)—gives no meaning for the
word "Inian." Only this:
"Named in 1879 by W.H. Dall, USCGS and published in the 1883 Alaska
Coast Pilot."

For more place-grounded names with deeper history, there's information below in the sidebar Placenames of Xunaa Káawu.
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Nautical chart
You can download these in pdf form from http://www.charts.noaa.gov/PDFs/PDFs.shtml
Prior to the trip I couldn't find any free sources for geo-rectified marine charts that
allowed navigation in Avenza, comparable to USGS topos. However, Ben McLuckie and
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Anne Kurland both had navigational apps displaying our positions and tracks on marine charts.
Ben's was Trimble Backcountry Navigator. I belive in both cases, they purchased the app but
then subsequent map downloads were free.
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Bathymetry
Channel depth is controlled
by bedrock resistance and
former glacial alignment.
Today's currents, in turn, are
controlled by channel width
and depth. Note shallowness of South Inian Pass,
and extreme relief at the
Sisters Island group.
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Paraphrased from Stowell (2006):
"The area around Glacier Bay spans 3 tectonic terrane: the Alexander, Wrangellia,
and Chugach. Rocks of these terranes and the faults that separate them are beautifully exposed in the sparsely vegetated mountains and fjords of the bay. Spectacular
ice-covered mountains of the Fairweather Range dominate the northwestern skyline.
The Marble Island rocks and other carbonates along the shores of Glacier Bay are
a fault slice of deformed and somewhat metamorphosed lower Paleozoic limestone
from the Alexander terrane, which is less deformed and better exposed to the south
in the Alexander Archipelago. These carbonate rocks and associated sediments
provide evidence for shallow marine deposition for at least part of the Alexander
terrane during the Silurian and Devonian.
Johns Hopkins Inlet has faults juxtaposing the Paleozoic Alexander terrane and
Cretaceous Chugach terrane. These faults have broken up and displaced large
(mile-sized) pieces of rock creating a tectonic melange—a French word for rocks
tectonically broken and mixed—here called the Tarr Inlet suture zone. Northern Tarr
Inlet is surrounded by mountains sculpted in Cretaceous granodiorite.
The Glacier Bay area has not only ancient sutures and faults, but also currently
active faults. The present movement of the Pacific plate is northward with respect to
the North American plate. Motion between the two plates is accommodated by the
Queen Charlotte-Fairweather fault that subparallels the Pacific coast west of Southeast Alaska and extends onto land within the western part of Glacier Bay National
Park and Preserve. Although movement of the Pacific plate is dominantly northward,
a component of compression across the fault is causing uplift of the Fairweather and
St. Elias mountains. The Queen Charlotte-Fairweather fault has probably accommodated movement between the Pacific and North American plates for the last 35
million years. For the last few thousand years, the rate of horizontal movement has
been estimated at 2-4"/year based on offsets of stream valleys dated at less than
thirteen hundred years old and GPS measurements. Simultaneous uplift of the Fairweather mountains is estimated to be about 1/16 inch per year."
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Stowell, 2006

Bedrock geology
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Connor, 2014

The second edition of Cathy Connor's
Roadside geology of Alaska (2014) gives
a bit more detail for rock type variation
within the terranes mapped by Stowell
(2006). It indicates the Inians' metamorphics are part of the Chugach terrane of
Cape Spencer, rather than the much older
Alexander terrane exposed on either side
of Cross Sound to north and south, and
mapped in green by Stowell. The USGS
bedrock layer, following, seems to agree
with the older (Paleozoic) age.
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INTRUSIVES
Jmi Sheared diorite
(Jurassic): Green, medium
grained hornblende diorite.
Pervasively altered to chlorite &
epidote. Not magnetic. Color index
25-35. An extensively altered and
sheared, green to gray green (C.I.
15-25), medium grained, hornblende
forms extensive sills & dikes in Whitestripe Marble & contacts with Goon Dip
Greenstone.

METAMORPHICS
Trsv Volcaniclastics (Triassic): Massive & schistose
greenstone, graphitic schist, phyllite, and graywacke, dominantly greenstone with interlayered graphitic schist or phyllite. Lenticular beds of limestone similar in color & composition to Whitestripe Marble.
Pzam Amphibolite & marble (Paleozoic): Banded
hornblende-plagioclase and biotitehornblende-andesinequartz + or - almandine garnet amphibolite with subordinate
marble in lenses up to 50 m thick. Greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphic rocks include amphibolite, gneiss,
and schist, locally intercalated with thin units of marble and
calcsilicate granofels.
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from draft geology layer by USGS

KJd Diorite (Cretaceous or Jurassic): Pervasively altered hornblende diorite. Green, mediumgrained, inequigranular, color index of 40. Dominantly a medium to dark gray green (C.I. 35-50), medium to
coarse grained, foliated, hornblende diorite with minor
clinopyroxene gabbro. Up to 3% magnetite.
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IfSAR DEM
IfSAR is a new remote
sensing tool for creation of
DEMs (digital elevation
models). Since 2015, it's given
us the ability to generate
hillshades and fine
interval contour maps for
almost anywhere in
Southeast Alaska. These
indicate the island summit
(which we bypassed on
0615) lies just above
the 1350-ft
contour.
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This is not actually a depiction of 'bare earth,' (DTM or
digital terrain model), but also
includes forest structure,
especially apparent on steep
slopes above the Pot Hole.
I chose to generate the hillshade from a DSM (digital
surface model, inclusive of
vegetation) because unlike
higher-resolution LiDAR,
which can effectively remove
the vegetative point cloud to
deliver believable bare earth,
IfSAR terrain models look
smushed and lackluster. In
contrast, adding tree hieghts
to these IfSAR images can
help elucidate some kinds
of landforms. Growth is
often better on well-drained
convexities, and exaggeration
isn't necessarily a bad thing in
landscape interpretation.
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Place names of
Xunaa Káawu
From Goldschmidt
& Haas (1998):
Frank Williams,
1946: "The Inian
Islands used to be
the best place for
picking salmonberries and for seaweed
on the clear rocks.
I have heard from
elderly people now
dead that they were
also good hunting
and trapping grounds
until a fox farm was
established about 40
years ago [~1906]
and that there were
temporary camps
there. We can now
hunt all around the
Lemesurier Islands
for seals.1 For a time,
we were not allowed
1 There's only one
"Lemesurier Island." Use
of the plural suggests the
speaker applied it to all
the Cross Sound islands
including the Inians.
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to land, but now, we can again pick wild currants in the fall."
From Thornton & Martin (2012—henceforth T&M12):
"Inian Islands (Dakáa Xoo). The islands of Cross Sound, especially the Inians, were strategically important because the narrow
passages between them comprised the gateway to the northern Inside Passage. Like other important geographic sites, the Inian
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Taan Teiyí, Alaska Shorezone
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cover painting by Kashudoha, Wanda Culp

Islands were believed to possess their own agentic spirits, Dakaa Kinaa Kwaani ("Spirits Dwelling
above Inian Islands"; see Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1990,126). Enormous concentrations of salmon
squeezed through South Inian Pass on their way to their spawning streams, and the powerful tidal currents
generated through the narrow opening earned it the nickname "The Laundry." In the historic era, the Xunaa
Tlingits became well known for their local knowledge and skill (some even called it héixwaa or "magic") in
seining large quantities of salmon in this perilous pass. The wealth of salmon and other food also attracted
large quantities of sea mammals, and a narrow passage called Tsaa T'akdi X'áak provided ideal conditions
for landing them by harpoon. Tlingit sea mammal hunters also camped at Kooshnáax'i, tumbling water
shelter (George Islands) and Kanax Aan Gashúk, land extends across it (Three Hill Island). The largest
island, Taas' Daa, double-headed tide around it (Lemesurier), housed both a winter village and a fort."
From the database of Tlingit place names, NPS version, with modifications and some additional
background:
Dakáa Xoo among the sleeping man—spirit name Related to the octopus story and the hero who died
to protect the Chookaneidí.
Eey X'é current’s mouth pass (North Inian Pass).
Khashgootl Seiyí area below the hip hill Likely summer camp. Unclear which hill is referenced.
Lugei Yá face on the end of the point Hoonah Tlingit recognize a man’s face on the north end of the
main island. Cover of Thornton's Being & place and among the Tlingit (2008).
Taan Teiyí sea lion haul-out Haul-out on north shore of North Island. The Xunaa Káawu did not allow
Taan in Icy Strait.
Tsaa Takdi X'áak small pass
where seals are harpooned Exact
location unknown. Possibly where
seals passed close enough to be
harpooned from land. When Sít'
Eeti Geeyi, bay replacing the glacier
(Glacier Bay) was terrestrial, T'ix'aa,
ice point (Taylor Bay) was likely
the primary seal hunting ground for
Xunaa Káawu.

It's interesting that T&M12 give no specific
place name for Hobbit Hole itself. As the most
protected anchorage in the Inians, we can be
certain that a name was once known and used.
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1929

1990

~2013

Date of 2013 is approximate. This is the low-res SPOT
coverage for the entire state, made available in 2016.

USS claims
The previous quote from Hoonah's Frank O. Williams suggests fox farming, and
displacement of the Chookaneidí, dates back at least to ~1910. So the above
and following USS (United States Survey) maps for USS No. 2668—surveyed
May, 1947 for Frank R. Townsend, presumably a white guy—were completed
a generation after the first euro-occupation. Wayne Howell points out that
while USS (homestead) claims were permanent, fox farming permits were only
temporary. Maybe a succession of permits finally led to the homestead in the
1940s.
The above series shows a USS polygon which I had to manually adjust to
better fit the NAD83 metric DEM, as ArcMap couldn't perform a believable
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transformation. As such, it's a fairly speculative boundary. Tight canopy even in
the 1929 image suggests second growth almost to the upper right corner of the
photos. That in turn suggests long occupation of the site, and steady removal
of firewood and other timber from the slopes. Perhaps we can learn more from
tree coring. (PS: notes following from 0613 & 0614)
The USS map, following, shows a fox pen, and Frank Williams' preceding
statement also mentioned fur farming as the cause of Xunaa's displacement
from Dakáa Xoo. I can't find mention of the Inians in Sarah Isto's (2012) history,
but she has a great deal on the fur farming exploits of Joe and Muz Ibach on
nearby Táas' Daa (Lemesurier Island).
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Islands. In some places there are several
per mile of coastline. No doubt there was
similar spacing in the Inians.
PS: Greg Howe says he knows of
the locations of several more traps in
the Inians—most in relatively protected
locations. Could they have withstood the
currents in North or South Inian Pass?

On the USS map 2668, left, I've overlaid the 1929 Navy
aerial as a transparency. There's a lot of guesswork in
my placement, so houses, etc, could be off by quite a
distance.
The BLM server shows only 2 USS claims in the
Inians—both mapped below. USS 2708 is enlarged on
the following page.

~2013

Another important extractive enterprise that swamped Cross Sound with Euroinvaders was salmon traps.
We know from the following 1929 aerials that one trap was placed off the NW end of the Inians. I can't
find mention of the Inians in Jim Mackovjak's (2013) history, or any maps or illustrations detailing activities there. He does include a map on page 111 showing location of 37 traps between Shelter and Porpoise
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Khashgootl Seiyí, Alaska Shorezone

The other USS claim in the Inians lies northeast of Hobbit Hole, on a southwest-facing bight within Khashgootl Seiyí, area below the hip hill (Inian Cove)—
"the dark side" of Inian Island. Trees are smaller on unproductive granitics (KJd
on previous geology map). A creek is shown on the 1947 survey, but its source
basin is lower in elevation than the one powering hydro at Hobbit Hole. Is this
perennial, or does it dewater in dry spells?
T&M12 is not specific as to the location of Khashgootl Seiyí, indicating
only that it's somewhere in Inian Cove. But I'd be surprised if the first euro
settlers did not move in on the no-brainer Chookaneidí encampment.1 Papers
1 This is perhaps the saddest take-away from our studies of 'why do we live here?' With only a few
exceptions—canneries on hydropower potential, gold towns over Eocene intrusions, etc—living site
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accompanying the above map for USS #2708 are not explicit about this being a
fox farm, but a "feed house" is mapped, probably for foxes.
PS: Grey Howe told us that there are collapsed feeding stations for foxes
in many locations on the Inians. These structures conditioned free-ranging
animals to come in regularly for food, and at harvest time served as traps.
criteria were much the same for euro-settlers, Tllingit & Haida fishers, or pre-Tlingit paleomarine traditions.
If you want to know where the central kwáan villages and fish camps were, and the knowledge has been
lost, start your search under the rubble of military posts, fox farms, missionary stations, logging camps
and ADF&G salmon weirs and NPS headquarters. Living well in Southeast Alaska means having access
to these far-flung sacred places. When the fox farmer waves you off with the point of a rifle, you don't
just relocate a mile or 2 down the beach, to an almost-as-good stream or canoe landing. There's reasons
these places call to us.
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USFS, 19900811

US Navy

1929

1990

Historical stereopairs
Paired images taken from different positions in the air give 3D views
under a stereoscope. North isn't necessarily up; it's constrained by
flight direction. Because Dakáa Xoo is in Wilderness, it's low priority
compared to loggable lands in the Forest Service timber base. Only
the 1990 true color series (rightside pair) includes them. First aerial
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imagery in Southeast was the Navy's 1929 mission (leftside pair). A fish trap shows in the
upper left corner. For easier comparison see following 2D closeup of Hobbit Hole, juxtaposed with ~2013.

richard.carstensen@gmail.com
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US Navy, 19480611

The Navy flew
Southeast again in
1948. Images are
higher and softer
than the 1929s, but
offer more comprehensive views.
Compare this pair
to the preceding
bedrock geology
map. The peninsula
north of Earl Cove
is granitic, and has
scrubbier forest than
the more productive amphibolite and
marble of the larger
lobe of Dakáa Xoo.
This low-tide photo
pair shows less halophytic vegetation in
protected mudflats
than on recent imagery. Glacial rebound
is about 0.6 inches
per year on the
Inians—about the
same as Juneau.
Land has risen a
little over 3 feet since
1948.
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1948
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The pass between Inian Cove (below) and Earl Cove
(above) separates Cretaceous granitics from Paleozoic
amphibolite and marble. Compare tree size and prevalence
of bogs on these very different substrates. Studying the
bogs on either side of the pass, I suspect that the granitics
extend farther south than shown on the preceding bedrock
map.

1990
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USFS, 19900811

The paired photos on the next page are not a stereopair
and don't give a 3D image. However, it is instructive to
place a stereoscope over them, and alternately close and
open your right and left eyes. Watch for conifer expansion
in the steep alder slide above Hobbit Hole.

richard.carstensen@gmail.com
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Alaska Statewide Digital Mapping Initiative SDMI

US Navy

1929

~2013
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

PS: Greg Howe told me the Inian squirrels were not placed in the 1930s for marten food, as elsewhere around Chichagof, but much later (1960s?) by a man
from Elfin Cove who just wanted to have em around. How many individuals? Is there a "deliverance effect" (bottleneck deformities, perverse behaviors, etc)?

Inian mammals
Range maps from MacDonald & Cook (2007).
RODENTIA rodents
Sciuridae
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus,
red squirrel
Cricetidae
Microtus oeconomus,
root vole
Peromyscus keeni,
Keen’s mouse
SORICOMORPHA shrews
Soricidae
Sorex monticolus,
dusky shrew
CHIROPTERA - bats
Vespertilionidae
Myotis lucifugus,
little brown bat
CARNIVORA carnivores
Ursidae
Ursus arctos,
brown bear
Mustelidae
Enhydra lutris,
sea otter
Lontra canadensis,
river otter
Neovison vison,
mink
ARTIODACTYLA ungulates
Cervidae
Odocoileus hemionus,
black-tailed deer
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PS: Greg and Jane later agreed this selection makes a pretty comprehensive list for the Inians. They've seen the mouse, vole and shrew at Hobbit
Hole, although none are abundant. Our beach hikers reported fairly fresh bear scats on the walk NW to Eagle Beach. I saw no sign near the Pot Hole.
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Hobbit Hole. Not much in the way of whales on our trip around Point
Participants:
Retreat. In fact I think Duane said they'd seen zero on the way over. It
Juneauites:
Sam picked up staff and some of the teachers with the
was slightly choppy in Chatham but leveled out as we rounded Point
Maura
Selenak,
k
Discovery van in the morning, and ran us out to Auke
Couverden into S'ix' Tlein,
(Icy Strait). There Duane pulled in
Susan
Nachtigal,
ms
art
Bay to meet ISP's Three Wolves, pilot Duane Jack and
Pam Garcia, coach
close to Rocky Island, to give us some time at the sea lion haulout.
son Andrew. The vessel seats 26 and runs typically a
Scott May, pe
09 Tattoo? The 'S'-mark on this bull's chest seems a little too
30 to 34 mph according to Orux on my tablet. It's the
Anne Kurland, es & ms
scripted for mere battle scars. Back home, I searched on the various
same design as the Gastineau Guiding boats. I can't
Allie Smith, 2nd
ways pinnipeds are branded. Came up with this 10-year-old article by
find details on the make or
Elizabeth Hauser, k
Riley Woodford, ADFG, 200502:
Sara Hannan, retiring
construction online except
About 3,600 Steller sea lions in Alaska have been marked with a letter and
Anchorage:
the comment on GG's site
number combination over the past 10 years, enabling biologists to identify indiDavid Mazur, k-12 outdoor
that it's a custom-built
vidual animals. The letter indicates the rookery where the pup was born. For
Angela Mazur, k-12
"safari vessel" from Almar
example, F551 is a male sea lion, born in June 1994 and marked as a pup at his
Fairbanks:
with perimeter seating.
birthplace, Forrester Island.
Cat Kershner
Ben McLuckie had
Hoonah:
Southeast Alaska (Eastern
boarded in Hoonah and it
Ben McLuckie, hs bio
stock) birthplace letter codes: 09
was great to see his always-smiling face. Weather was
California:
F – Forrester Island complex,
Kate Schafer, 11-12
low to medium overcast with occasional drizzle. We
V – Graves Rock, near Cape
Chris
Spenner,
10-12
even got rained on pretty hard on arrival in the Inians.
Spencer
Beth Burris, 8th
But that was it for precip on the 0612—0616 teacher's
W – White Sisters, near White
Elizabeth
Hillstrom,
intern
expedition; a damp reminder of where we live, prefSulphur Hot Springs
acing a week of sun!
H – Hazy Island, near
entrance to Chatham Strait
Because Zach and a few Californians weren't boarding until Gustavus (and because the boat required shouting for anything more
No mention in Riley's or other
than 1-on-1 communications) we deferred group introductions until arrival at
online sources about a marking site coded "S." Also, from
1 ISP = Icy Strait Point. I conducted a natural-&-cultural history training for about 30 of their 'terrestrial'
photos I examined, sea lions
staff this May, 0516-19, but that group didn't include the marine crew, and I didn't meet Duane at that
are marked in larger letters than
time. ISP's 'ground crew' is a really impressive team of local Tlingit guides, managers and tech staff.
I'm excited to see this expertise and enthusiasm extends into marine waters as well. The website for their
these, either on the side or rump.
whalewatch arm is different from the ISP land operation: http://icystraitwhaleadventures.com/ It's where I
If placed in adulthood, it'd take
got the above photo of Duane.

20160612 Juneau to Inians

1
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embedded video removed
to reduce file size

Video of 2 different bull groups at Rocky Island. 27 seconds.

03
a lot of guts to jab a guy like this right in the chest. So I guess the
signature was bestowed orally by a particularly literate eumetopian jousting partner (♂rival or ♀mate?).
03 Rocky Island Should have taken a zoomed-out photo
of the entire colony, but from shots like these I'm guesstimating
about 100 animals.
11 Sidelong What's the attraction of this old guy to the 5
little juveniles? Moments before, the rightmost were nodding out
with heads on his rump.
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Bathymetry The preceding color-coded bathymetry map,
page 6, shows the most extreme relief of our trip just to the east
of L'aa T'un X'aat'k'i, little-island breasts (Sisters). I actually
didn't notice this until the return trip, when our pilot Duane
confirmed on his depth-sounder that the bottom plunges from
~30 to over 200 fathoms as you move eastward from Sisters sill
out over the ancient glacial trench.
Two thoughts related to this extreme relief: First, the trench
deepens southeastward, framed on the north by a reef extending out from the Couverden Islands. I'd thoughtlessly imagined
the Lynn Canal glacier splitting, with a main trunk continuing
down Chatham but another turning out to exit the Archipelago
at Cross Sound. Now I realize that, like water, primary flows of
glacial ice should converge, not divide, at such junctures. More
likely, it was the relatively secondary flow out of Glacier Bay
that divided, with half turning west into Cross Sound, and half
veering southeast to meet the Lynn-Chatham trunk flow.
Second is a question. What in the bedrock might explain the
sudden sill at Sisters? I remember Streveler explaining that
Wunachích, back of porpoise (Pleasant Island) is the remains
of a Quaternary volcano (or at least a volcanic field?), and that
The Knob is the most resistant core of that extruded mass.
Checking the USGS bedrock layer, I see that L'aa T'un X'aat'k'i
is typed as the same youthful QTv as Wunachích. Presumably
this formation extends deep underwater.
With trench depths of 240 fathoms about 4 miles from
Sisters, we have about 1,400 feet of rise to another presumed,
2

2 Does the Knob, in profile from certain directions, suggest the porpoise in the Tlingit
place name?
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depths in fathoms

resistant,volcanic core. At today's more youthful Edgecumbe field, the summit rises to around
twice that hieght in an equivalent distance. Was there a massive volcano here in pre-Wisconsin times, as high as L'úx, blinking, opening of the eyes (Mt Edgecumbe) but subsequently
weathered down to sea level?
13 Too late After picking up Zach Brown, intern Elizabeth Hillstrom, and some more
teachers at the Gustavus dock, we headed across the mouth of Glacier Bay, where Duane
was relieved to see whales. They haven't congregated at Sdakweix Lutú, nose/nostril, slave

13
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

16

woman's name (Pt Adolphus) yet, which is bad for
ISP's business. Probably 20 or so humpbacks were
feeding over the submarine bar arcing across the
entry. I began trying to catch fluke undersides, beginning with this split-second-too-late view. Probably
Chris Gabriel could match it, being more familiar
with the main candidates out here, but I wouldn't
even try.
16 Matched The 30x Lumix is great for faroff whales. At 11:33 I got this decent shot (heavily
cropped here) of a diving humpback, about 50:50
white-to-black. I began encouraging folks to try for
3

3 Immediately after these whale shots, the Lumix died and never
revived. Strike one in my relationship to technology on this trip.
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tail shots but most were shooting only with cell phones that
don't offer optical zoom. I
wasn't running a GPS track
and can't precisely place this
whale, or any others I photographed. Best position would
be just east of the bar, directly
south of Point Gustavus.
I'm travelling with a pdf of
the whaletail database. Anne
Kurland has extensive experience with these catalogs, from
Atlantic humpback studies,
and was eager to search for a
tail she commited to memory,
being unable to photograph
it. Next morning over coffee,
we perused the tail pictures.
It took me only 20 minutes or
so to find a match for photo
16 in the Glacier Bay collection (GBNP). It was by Chris
Gabrielle (CMG in the ID
code), taken only 5 days later
in the season, in 2008. Background of her shot suggested
Chris's whale 875 was in
the same general location.

embedded video removed
to reduce file size

Video of tail-up dive. Screen capture from this clip provided a
second match, next page. 7 seconds.

Although my photo is fuzzier than Chris's, there are at least a dozen
corresponding features.
From the video above, I pulled out a screenshot, and Anne went to
the bottom end of the database (it begins with mostly white tails and
ends with mostly black), to search backward for a second match. She
found one, this time by Janet Neilson (?-JLN?), also from 2008 but
this time only one day later in the season! The presence of whales 875
and 937 in presumably the same location at the same time of year,
early in the season, makes me wonder if this group travels back from
Hawaii together.
Amazingly, after an hour or so with the photo catalog, Anne came
4

4 Pilot Duane says they've been having trouble finding whales for their early-season tours. Are
these Adolphus whales, not yet settled in on the point? Or will they move deeper into the Bay?
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Gastineau Guides' site, I see that they've
partnered with Suzie Teerlink, UAF
fisheries, to collect photos and support
whale research. Anne Kurland has seen
this kind of citizen science work well for
Atlantic whalewatch operations.
Maybe Suzie could help us set ISP
up with the database, and a protocol
for submission of photos. In a 2.5-hour
whalewatch outing, it'd be a long shot for
a tourist to find a match onboard. But at a
minimum, ISP boats could have posters of the most common Adolphus whales. Their
deck hands such as Duane's son Andrew and nephew Tyler could be trained to give
pointers on photography and help search for matches. If I'm invited back for another
training next spring, maybe we can work on that.
On arrival at Hobbit Hole we met Greg and Jane, and Zach gave us a tour of the
facilities. Ben, and I moved into tents Zach set up for us along the beach. Steve and
Pam and Elizabeth went down beach with their's, and the rest of the teachers dispersed
to accomodations ranging from upscale to funky.
Dinner by Jane was 4-star—the first of many memorable meals. Afterward, we
convened on the lawn, where I tossed out a series of 'where are we' puzzlers, involving uplift, succession, tree growth patterns, etc. Greg had told me that the outlying
~30-foot spruce on their lawn was a knee-high sapling on arrival 40 years ago. This
gave us a useful calibration point. To me the mystery of Hobbit Hole is the almost
universally stubby spruce-leaders, growing slowly even on apparently well-drained,
nutrient-rich substrates.
5

6

up with a match for the whale she remembered, with an almost pure
black tail—#2504, on upper right. SS probably stands for Sumner
Strait. The clincher was the white 'underlined-oval,' I think she said
in combination with a few of the other diagnostic slashes. It's pretty
cool that all 3 of the whales we photographed or remembered were
successfully located in the collection of about 900 photos.
Our pilot Duane Jack recognises some individual whales, such as
a spooky one with a back injury who doesn't allow close approach.
But ISP tours don't use the whale photo-ID database, which I think
would add enormously to the quality of their excursions. Checking
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5 http://www.stepintoalaska.com/from-our-guests/citizen-science-participation
6 On our Allen Marine Tracy Arm catamaran tour with Goldbelt Heritage middleschool students, I caught a whaletail
with my Nikon D3300, at 200mm zoom. They had a poster with ~20 of the common Tracy whales on their door, and I
matched mine to a NMFS photo right on the boat. Nothing challenging about it. We should make one for ISP.
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18 CMC Culturally marked cliff.
I think Greg Howe said most of these
were painted in the 1960s and 70s,
before the Inians were closed to the
seine fleet. There've been latter-day
additions, but many of these are verging on historic. Got this stereopair with
my Nexus tablet, after the Lumix died.

Condensed from Wayne Howell's
history at https://inianislandsinstitute.org/
the-hobbit-hole/history/
[The Inians bear stories] "of tragic events,
of peril and self-sacrifice. Crests of octopus and porpoise worn by the Chookaneidí link to mythical events here; Dakáa
Xoo, among the sleeping man, is a spirit
name.Following European arrival the
Tlingit continued to use the inner lagoon
as a summer camp. Although the fox farm
in the early 1900s excluded the Xunaa
from their summer camp, they maintained
strong ties to the Inians as economy
shifted from an annual subsistence cycle
to commercial seine fishing. The wealth
of salmon harvested by the Hoonah fleet
from turbulent Inian waters moved the
community into the modern era. Although
the Islands were closed to the seine fleet
in 1974, the people of Hoonah still identify
with pride to that time and place of their
history."
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KS01
PS 20160626: I posted a first draft of this journal on 0623, with
requests for further additions to Elizabeth's Google Drive folder.
Kate and Chris responded with these photos.
KS01 Face-in-the-rock Kate got this profile from almost
exactly the same angle as Wanda Culp's illustration on the cover of
Thornton's Being and place among the Tlingit.
CS10 Whaletails Chris added these shots of humpback
flukes. Not all are from our crossing of 'the bar'. Some are from a

CS10
day trip into GBNP. Photo 'a' is top-side, but might be matchable from the distinctive
notch on rightside. (conceivably same as my preceding match to #937?). Photo c is a
whale Chris caught twice, 10 minutes apart. Flipping through the database, it looks
pretty close to whale 1480, on left.
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20160613 Forest studies, crash, magic beach
Because Dakáa Xoo is USFS Wilderness, we can only do full-group stuff on the
4-acre inholding of III. Otherwise, we must split into groups of less than 12. In
the morning, Zach and Kelly led a group northwest to the tombolo spit locally
called Eagle Beach (above). These stereopairs and Shorezone oblique show a
strong shift to conifer in what was mostly alder a century ago. The triangle of
vegetated land at the base of the spit was open meadow—now a tangle of spruce
saplings and salmonberry. On the aerials and obliques, it looked promising for
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at least a seasonal resource camp. (On 0624, Steve breasted back
into this thicket and found collapsed tin roofs, probably fox-feeding
structures).
Meanwhile, Steve and I took the rest of the teachers up into the
second growth above III. In the preceding section on USS claims,
(p.14) I noted that even on the 1929 aerials, forest above the cabins
looked darker and even-aged. I've circled that patch in yellow on this
stereopair. In our forest explorations we found no trees within the
circled area that seemed externally to be much older than the first
known Euro settlers. Sara cored the largest hemlock we could find and
hit pith. In the field, I estimated about 120 rings. What I couldn't see
until sanding the mounted core, below, is that the last half inch has 40
rings! So that hemlock was almost twice as old as I thought. Loggers
of all eras bypassed it. (I still think it's the exception, however.)
The story of this forest is not as clean as I'd expected. We saw both
'recent' and older stumps, and little down wood, which I attributed to
long-term and ongoing firewood extraction. To my surprise, Greg later
said he's hardly cut any trees back there. So the stumps that looked
recent are more than 40 years old. Those stumps are capped with moss
but when you peeled it back the edges are sharp. No perceptible rot or
sluffing of bark. Remarkably intact for 4 decades+.
Very little recruitment in this forest. No subcanopy to speak of.
Losers in the competition for light have been removed by Greg's
predecessors. Lots of deer forbs but blueberry is scanty. Greg says

richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Ben McLuckie's track
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deer populations are high, as they are on Lemesurier.
After lunch the sun came out and I launched Solo
from the lawn. Put it up around 150 feet. Greg came
out to watch as I eased out, northeast of the dock. I
intended to loop over the property and was watching
the tablet view when Greg and others exclaimed in
concert. Oops! They later said Solo just turned on its
side and plunged into the saltwater. On the lawn, my
screen went black.
After spotting the drone nestled in ~3 feet of water
with the hermit crabs, I gave my shirt and belt pouch
to Elizabeth, waded out to about crotch depth, and
yanked poor Solo off the bottom. It was probably
submerged for about 2 minutes. The battery was loose
by 1/4 inch. Dislodged on impact, or vibrated loose in
the air? The instant side-tip suggests the latter.
Greg recommended re-submergence in the creek's
freshwater, then fired up his generater so I could use
the Howe's blow-drier. Elizabeth then kicked into
problem-solving mode. She's an engineering student
at Stanford and recently took a machine-dissection
class. She completely disassembled the drone, which
I couldn't have figured out, carefully saving all the
parts, and photographing board configurations for
reassembly. We worked for a couple hours, then
placed everything in an open-topped garbage bag full
of rice that Greg had used for dehydrating previous
dunked electronics. In the process, 2 pieces came
loose that would require soldering, one on the GPS

Solo's flight log
converted to
shapefile.

chip. I ended up deciding not to waste time on
final reassembly. It's a job for 3DR. The gopro
and gimbal are also toast. Nor could I get a
viable mp4 off the SD card. The file size is 347
megabytes, about right for a ~1-minute flight,
but all my movie players say GOPR1860.mp4 is
corrupted.
In the afternoon, we hiked in staggered groups
out to Magic Beach. My Bad Elf is also on the
blink [!!?], so I've used Ben McLuckie's tablet
track to record that walk. He and Merli and I
bushwacked back into an interesting uplift swale,
paralleling bedrock strike, with a pond backwatered by a Little Ice Age storm berm.
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

20160614 Forest studies, bog loop
Blue skies again! So far on this trip, I've broken my
Lumix camera, destroyed my drone, my gimbal,
my gopro, and possibly my Bad Elf GPS (although
I retain hope that purging the elf with Koren's iPad
will get that working again). So when Elizabeth
Wertheimer Hauser (photo, left) offered me the
loan of her spare Canon, I was hesitant, figuring I
might break that too. I accepted, however, in order
to resume documenting our outings.
So that Zach could experience our tree-sleuthing
methods, we shuffled instructors. Steve and Kelly
led the Eagle Beach hike, while Zach, Shawn and I
took the rest up into the forest that I began examining yesterday. We first calibrated our eyes to the
structurally even-aged 'firewood stand.' Then Zach
led us north to the largest trees he knows of on the
island. (Greg later mentioned a larger spruce to the
south.)
03 69-incher Chris Spenner, our math
teacher, calculated the diameter of this tree in
his head, just from the combined armspans of 3
1

03
32

Ben's track on
our forest loop,
then the afternoon
bog-to-beach
bushwack.

1 PS: yup, got Bad Elf talking again with help from iApp.
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teachers who hugged it, plus 6 inches, divided by pi. Then Dave Mazur cored from the upside. We knew there
was no way we could hit the pith with my 18-inch borer. But because this has probably been a crown-dominant
tree throughout all but maybe the first quarter of its life, we can do some credible extrapolating. The ~15-inch
sample missed pith by about 19 inches. As seen on the preceding core photo, growth rate has slowed notably
in the last 20 years, but slowly and consistently increased, decade per decade, back to where we 'bottomed out'
around 1920. Assuming a prior averaged rate of ~5 rings per inch, that'd put pith about a century earlier. Adding
the years it took to grow to core height (YTCH), I estimate year of germination at ~1800 AD, about a half
century after Little Ice Age glaciers reached their maximum down-valley positions.
This mega-spruce is a good example of the phenomenon Greg Streveler has described to Zach and me,
evident throughout Icy Strait/Cross Sound, and which I've since noted in the Juneau area as well. With the
waning of the Little Ice Age, spruce became established on steep colluvial slopes, aided presumably by lessening slide-activity, longer growing seasons, and whatever local disturbance briefly opened the Sitka alder canopy.
Once established, they thrived on well-drained rocky microsites under rich upslope nutrient supplies.
After visiting Juneau's tallest trees, 20160202 with Merli, I've revised my prediction that they'd be stocky
~5-century monsters. Even the Tall Twins on the colluvial slopes of Thunder Mountain—at 238 & 225 feet—
may be children of, rather than survivors of, the Little Ice Age. Guess we need to get back up there with my
24-inch borer.
07 Candelabra hemlock Just below the big spruce, which was one of several on a slightly elevated
rib or buttress, was this magnificent ancient hemlock, so multibranched and hydra-headed that I called it the
candelabra tree. It's oval in cross section but average diameter is about 50 inches. Shawn wanted a chance to
core a tree, so we lingered as Zach led the others down (Ben's track, previous page). We chose one of the many
flutes on the uphill side where it looked like we might avoid pitchy crevices. I expected we'd only get a few
inches into this matriarch before hitting heart rot. Surprisingly, at 6 inches, Shawn encountered wood so hard
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the bore could drill no farther. That sample alone took us back to 1830 AD.
02 Context Recent growth almost nil, like an old cedar. Last inch has 60
rings. Growth was a little better from 1860 to 1910, but prior to that it's very tight
again. Let's say, generously, that average increment from 1860 back to birth was
20 rings/inch. We extracted only 6 out of 25 inches of radius, so missed 19 inches.
20x19=380 years. Added to our 190-ring sample this suggests a tree around 600
years old. I suspect it's actually closer to 800. This is a tree that saw not only the
culmination but the beginning of the Little Ice Age. It's heard a succession of
human languages—in just the latter half of its life, probably Eyak, Tlingit, Russian,
English—drifting up from the clam beaches and otter-skinning camps.
After lunch, Zach and I scouted around to the end of the southern peninsula,
looking for land otter haulouts. I brought along one critter cam thinking it'd be
fun to set it up at a daily midden. We found nothing used regularly. Greg and Jane
recommended the pass through the forest over to Magic Beach, but yesterday I saw
little fresh sign of mustelids there. A last option was the dock, where at times otter
use is heavy. Merli and I checked it out but didn't see recent scats or shell leavings.
What's up with Lontra? Sea otter suppression? I seem to recall Streveler wondering about that, back in the 90s as Enhydra were expanding.
In the afternoon we lead a group up through the bog on the peninsula. Brought
along a ~4-foot broomstick to probe for peat depth, and couldn't hit bottom. Interesting, because most of the outer coast bogs I've seen have shallower peat. We
descended cliffs to another pocket beach, as shown on Ben's track, then wrapped
around into the Pot Hole. People kept finding transparent, cupped, 'firm-plastic'
mystery-blobs on the beach. Kate, our marine ecologist, spent some time with the
library but couldn't identify them. She suspected some kind of egg case.
Around dinner time, Ken Leghorn pulled up to the dock with a couple from
down south. As for everyone in our crew except Ben, this was Ken's first visit
2
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2 Hmmm, Aaron Baldwin's guide (2015) has a transparent tunicate, Corella inflata, on page 170. Possible
candidate.
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to Hobbit Hole. At dinner, Zach asked him to
"regale us" with a little history of the early days of
Discovery Southeast. By this time, I think all of our
teachers—even those who hadn't taken previous
teacher expeditions—were pretty intrigued with the
organization.
In the evening, Zach built a fire down in the pit,
and gave us a lecture on the history and philosophical evolution of Wilderness. He read from Kim
Heacox's recent book on John Muir, about "how
a visionary and the glaciers of Alaska changed
America."
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MS01 Murrelet? Maura took this
picture as our group puzzled over a pile of
alcid feathers. Because they were black or
white or a mix of both, and because I spend
more time on the water in summer when
murrelets are brown, it took me awhile to
come around to that ID. We laid the flight
feathers out and estimated wingspan; 16
inches is too small for murre or guillemot, but
right on for a B&W, winter plumage marbled
murrelet.
Yesterday, though, I did find a common
murre skull on the forest floor, and immediately recognized it, having recently seen
many carcasses in the forest on Kodiak
Island. I wasn't aware until folks here told me
that murres have been washing up in large
numbers in Glacier Bay as well. (Doherty,
2016)
3

Maura Selenak

From https://inianislandsinstitute.org/the-hobbit-hole/
"How can I describe the Hobbit Hole? A perfect homestead in the heart of the protected Alaskan wilderness.
It’s as though you came to Yosemite Valley back in
the 1870s, in the days when John Muir was rambling
through it, long before its highways and shopping
centers, its dumpsters and hotels. And you built the only
cabin in the valley. You settled there on the banks of the
Merced River, at the foot of those spectacular granite
monoliths Half Dome and El Capitan. Then, the government came along and protected Yosemite all around
you—and you realized that no one else would ever build
there. It would remain yours, and yours alone, forever.
That’s what the Hobbit Hole offers—unprecedented
access to protected lands, including nearby Glacier
Bay, where John Muir came to watch the same glacial
processes at work that formed Yosemite Valley tens of
thousands of years ago.
The Yosemite of John Muir’s day is gone, but Southeast Alaska remains—and the cabin is waiting." ZB

MS01

3 http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=wildlifenews.
view_article&articles_id=770
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01
20160615 Summit climb
Greg agreed to take several teachers on a boat tour who
opted out of the stiff climb to the top of Dakáa Xoo that we'd
planned for our last day. We split the rest into 2 groups again
to keep our maximum size <12.
01 Pinesap Hypopitys monotropa. Susan spotted this
beside the trail. I see it only once every 3 to 5 years. A saprophyte with the wintergreen family's bell-shaped flowers.
02 4-footer Nice spruce on a well-drained buttress.
In general though, conifers on this slope were smaller than I
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04
expected. The informal trail was excellent, with hot-foot-style
treads created not by bears but (as I later confirmed) by Greg
Howe using it sometimes almost daily. Many of the 'stairsteps'
were anchored by roots, which I especially appreciated coming
down. Multi-user informal trails on steep hills usually turn into
flood-washed gullies. Cool to see Greg's personality reflected
in this route. At about 1,000 feet, you break out of the forest.
04 Three ponds Cause the time stamp on my borrowed
camera didn't permit automated photolinking in robogeo, I eyebaled and hand-numbered some of them. You can barely make
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Chrs Spenner

out these 3 ponds in this 1990 stereogram. Look for "04" on
the left-side image, while studying the hill crest in 3D.
CS6 HELA-thrash Chris Spenner titled this "green
sea of woe." Hopefully nobody got a cow parsnip rash. Greg's
trail is actually better than you'd guess from this telephoto
perspective. But it hasn't been brushed lately.

CS06
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05 Sít' Tlein Reddish dirt in the valley is actually debris-covered ice. As the largest ice sheet in
GBNP, this feature naturally boasts a major IWGN—Brady Glacier, named for a territorial governor
whom some considered the best friend the Tlingit had, but who in fact was only incrementally less racist
than the average Euro of his day (Hinkley, 1980). Sit' Tlein means simply big glacier, which suggests
a generic avoidance-term, with more specific, storied names kept secret or forgotten. Juneau's Áak'w
(Mendenhall) Glacier is likewise called just Sit' on T&M12 maps.
In left mid distance (compare inset map) there's a strong contrast between conifer forest on rightside
metamorphics, versus near absence of forest on the leftside granitics.
1

1 After all, this was the ice monster who belched the jökulhlaup that drowned Herman Davis' T'akdeintaan ancestors, in the mourning song he
drummed for us, before our 2015 student expedition. Last year, I tried to cross-reference post-Whidbey euro-journals from T'ix'aa to put a date
on this flood (Muir, Wood maybe?), but I can't seem to find those notes in the H:\2 recent stuff\0 hoonahclass folder.
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Ortho-rectified radar image
(ORI) acquired in 2012.
For rationale behind my
placement of Whidbey’s
reported village, see
xunaakaawu2016.pdf, p42.
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From Capps (2014). Sít'
Tlein is a jökulhlaup just
waiting to happen.
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Ben McLuckie's track, for
want of my own. PS: Bad Elf
revived back in Juneau, and I
salvaged a finer res version.

08
08 Three-hill View SSE across Kooshnáax'i, tumbling water shelter
(George Islands) to Kanax Aan Gashúk, land extends across it (Three Hill
Island).
10 Mt Fairweather When we first arrived, only the 'front row' of
high peaks were visible: La Perouse (left of this photo), Crillon, Bertha.
Before we turned down, clouds dispersed and 15,300-foot Tsalxaan, land
of the ground squirrels (Mt Fairweather) emerged. It was really impressive
through binoculars, with only the top peaking out. The slopes around it are
Yéik Yee Aaní, land of the shaman spirits, sacred to the T'akdeintaan.
In our group, both
Ben M. and Steve
M. made attempts
on Tslaxaan when
they were young
& testosterized.
Today, the summit
of Dakaa Xoo
makes a more
gentlemanly
objective.
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CS03 Icefall slump Yéil Nées’kuxli Tashaa, raven sea-urchin echo

knife behind mountain (Mount La Perouse), 10,728 feet, is 41 miles from
Dakáa Xoo. I wish my 30x Lumix had been working, to get a telephoto of this
slump (red circled) on the glacier. This is a crop from Chris's B&W image of
the mountain. On the IfSAR hillshade, which picks up large crevasses, I've
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CS15

Chrs Spenner

Chrs Spenner

CS03

marked the location. All who glassed the icefall agreed that something catastrophic has happened recently. Everything else at that level is snow-covered,
but on the slump, a gargantuan shudder recently shook it off. (Earthquake?)
CS15 Slump @135mm Chris later sent in a higher resolution crop,
with more detail of the icefall.
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

AK01

Anne Kurland

Chrs Spenner

CS17
CS17 Fairweather @135mm Chris's closeup of
Tsalxaan, floating almost mirage-like.
AK01 Beluga hole Anne descended to a nice view of
the lake outlet, with its bizarre infinity-pond formation.
42
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11

13
11 Coring Shawn's been thinking about getting increment borers for our work with older kids, so
for practise, Steve and Kelly and I held back to core a tree while the others descended. Ecologically, the
big puzzler of the ridge-crest for me was why all the trees looked so young. I didn't see a single spruce
or hemlock on top that felt much older than a century. This was the largest and most mature-looking tree
we could find. Kelly hit pith at about 4 feet above ground, so I've added 30 years to core height (YTCH),
giving estimated germination around 1880. A baby in spruce years! Greg Howe has seen an early photo
of Inian Island's crest with no trees, and this recent birthdate confirms that for some reason [?] conifers
were absent in the Dakáa Xoo highlands at peak Little Ice Age.
13 Thrush egg Kelly found this broken egg shell on the way down. Reprojecting the full length,
I get about 30mm. Comparing it to these illustrations in Baichich (1997), the closest match among the
thrushes is varied. Other egg possibilities in this size range are mottled. I was surprised VATH eggs are
larger than AMRO. Merli says way more VATH song than AMRO on this walk.
1

1 Most went out the trail with Shawn, but Zach, Ben, Dave and Elizabeth dropped into the lake for a swim, and then plunged down to the Pot
Hole. Rise of 1190 ft divided by run of 1600 ft = 74% slope. At one point they cliffed out and had to back-climb.
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As instructors, one of our weaker areas of expertise was marine invertebrates. A positive result was lots of teacher-time spent leafing through Merli's
library—especially O'Clairs 98, Kozloff 83 and Ricketts&Calvin 85*—in search
of IDs. What I forgot was that the coolest reference of all resided digitally on
my computer—Aaron Baldwin's 2015 20-meg pocket guide. Download it to
your smartphone from DSE's website! http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product/
common-seashore-animals-of-southeastern-alaska/

14

14 Bottom-watchers Steve, Ann, Ben & Dave exclaiming over the
outer-coast marine fauna, way richer than Juneau's.
AK02 Anemones & dusters Aaron Baldwin's guide to SE
seashore animals explains that these feather duster worms (Sabellidae):
typically have a tube composed of flexible proteins. The other family, Serpulidae,
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Anne Kurland

*Yet another cool
AK-CA connection:
Jack Calvin became a
beloved Sitkan. But his
book with Steinbeck's
cannery row beatniksaint Ed Ricketts is
still published by—you
guessed it—Stanford
University Press.

AK02
always have a tube composed of calcareous (shell-like) material.

Sure enough, Merli squeezed these and found the tubes were rubbery, Earlier, Dave had collected hardened, coiled tubes of the serpulids we're familiar
with in Juneau. He also found straighter, larger tubes that we guessed were the
calcareous casings of teredo worms (actually molluscs, not worms).
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

20160616 Inians
to Juneau
Blue skies again! After
breakfast, Merli gave
us an indoor talk from
his work with trauma,
especially as it affects
our students. Then we
mobilized toward a
mid-day pickup inside
the harbor by Captain
Duane on Three
Wolves.
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Chrs Spenner

CS01 High tide

As of 20160621, 4
teachers have loaded
awesome images to the
Google Drive folder
Elizabeth Hillstrom
set up for us. Chris
Spenner and Maura
Selenak, for example,
have eyes for composition and light. Hopefully more pics will
trickle in. I've included
a sampling here that
commemorates our
visit to Hobbit Hole.

CS01
richard.carstensen@gmail.com
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Maura Selenak

MS04 Jane's garden This journal has focused on the wild
environment, but a stay at Hobbit Hole is also about the human
space created here by Greg and Jane. Thank You, Islanders!

richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Allie Smith

AS01

MS02
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Elizabeth Hillstrom

Maura Selenak

AS01 Eagle Beach? Allie sent in this pano. Google Drive images are apparently
scrubbed of their EXIF data, so I don't have the date. Judging from the view of open ocean
in center distance (not visible from Hobbit Hole neighborhood), I'd place it near the tombolo point that I didn't get a chance to hike to. If I'm wrong, corrections are appreciated.
MS02 Pedicularis I've never noticed lousewort in the splash zone before.
EH01 Class portrait Elizabeth H. took this group shot just before we left. I've
annotated it with initials. Compare with list on day-1 journal, 0612.

EH01

richard.carstensen@gmail.com

01 Leaving Dakáa Xoo Getting a large boat into the Pot Hole is
a delicate high-tide maneuver. We loaded fast, so Captain Duane could slip
back out. Bye, G&J! Southeastward, the island crest tapers down, but even
here the top is only sparsely colonized by conifers.
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Ya ready? For the ride home, let's go
cold turkey; no Important White Guys at
all. By the way, this track was salvaged
from my Bad Elf—only piece of destroyed
equipment that came back to life in
Juneau.
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Anne Kurland
Chrs Spenner

CS04
CS04 Orca pod I don't remember any whales from Dakáa Xoo all the
way to Xuniyaa (Hoonah), where we refueled and dropped off Ben. Duane
didn't know where the baymouth group (0612 notes) went to—perhaps up
into Sít' Eeti Geeyí. There was a solitary humpback splashing at Couverden,
but the real trip highlight was the pod of 'resident' (fish-eating) orcas who
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AK03
pulled in alongside off Xutsnoowú, and accompanied us all the way to Xuts
Lutú (Pt Retreat). Chris got some great telephotos, in this case with the
Herbert icefield in the distance.
AK03 Breach & male Ann got a breach and this closeup of a male
that ought to be good enough for matching to the orca pod database.
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Chrs Spenner

CS04 Male, Eagle Glacier I downloaded the orca photo
collection, which unlike the humpback catalog is divided into ~30 separate
pdfs, for each transient or resident pod. Likeliest prospects among the "residents" are AF5, AF22, and AG pods, described in the following sidebar.
Duane slowed down to keep pace with them, traveling at maybe 10 mph.
We passed several sea lions way out from shore who showed no fear of
the passing fish-eaters. That's one more clue, aside from the large pod size
and flamboyant behavior, that these were not 'sneaky' transient pinnipedhunters. Probably 80% of our teachers, and even Duane & crew, were
1

2

1 http://www.whalesalaska.org/killer-whales-southern-alaska.htm
2 In Nature of SE AK page 130, I also mentioned AZ pod, but this one's not listed in the current
database. That info comes from Allen & Anglis (2013), who tallied 23 AZ whales in SE.
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aiming smartphones. I'd returned my loaner camera to Elizabeth, so just
watched. Even without zoom, folks got decent shots. Cat made a movie
with 2 full breaches. Duane wanted shots of the big male, and turned out
into the channel to place him on the starboard (steering) side of Three
Wolves. That's also how you're asked to photograph for catalogue submissions (left side of whale).
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Orca catalogue
From http://www.whalesalaska.org/killer-whales-southern-alaska.htm

"Photographs must be sideviews that clearly show the dorsal fin, and preferably, the grey saddle patch. Pictures of the left side of the whale are most
valuable. The name of the photographer, date and location should be written
on the photograph or attached."
Each pdf has only pics and ID codes. Summary information on the pod is only on
the website. Scanning down the pod summaries for residents, only 3 appeared to be
common within our part of Southeast Alaska. Following is condensed from website:

"AF5 The AF5s were once once part of a large pod (AF) that split into
AF5 and AF22 matrilines after it reached a size of 47 whales. Now (2011)
AF5 alone totals 46 whales. Once making annual trips in the 1980’s to
mix with Prince William Sound (PWS) pods, AF5 pod is now seen almost
exclusively in Southeast. In the spring, they may be seen in Juneau and Icy
Strait, possibly feeding on salmon. They range from Frederick Sound, where
they intermingle with BC northern residents such as R pod, to Icy Strait and
Glacier Bay, where they are seen with AG pod.
AF22 The AF22s grew to 33 whales in 2011 after splitting from AF5 in
the 1990s. AF22 pod is our prime example of rapid movement over large
distances. In the 1980s AF22 matriline, most often observed in Southeast,
traveled occasionally to western PWS, 590 miles away. In 1986, they were
photographed in PWS in August, in Southeast in September, and again in
PWS in October. Since then, tagging studies have shown that the AF22s
make regular trips from Southeast as far west as the Kenai Peninsula during
the summer, stopping along the way to take part in multi-pod aggregations
where we suspect mating takes place. AF8, AF47 and AF19 are easy to
recognize.
AG This growing pod of 41 whales appears to center its range in Southeast, where it's been photographed in every month of the year. It's the
most wide-ranging resident pod we've tracked, from central and northern
Southeast to the Alaska Peninsula and south of Kodiak Island—a thousand
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miles of coastline. Satellite tagging shows they
constantly cross the Gulf of Alaska. In the Sound
they're most often seen in August when they join
"superpods." The arrival of AG pod in PWS is
dramatic. We don't understand how such information is passed on, but soon after AG's arrival in the
area, many resident pods from PWS/Kenai Fjords
join them for hours or days of intense social activity. For several years in the mid-1990s, these large
aggregations of >100 killer whales occurred within
a day or two of August 1. In 1992, AG pod traveled from Icy Strait to Prince
William Sound in just 6 days—the fastest travel time we've documented
between these areas, with a minimum average of 5 mph or 100 miles a day.
They are a lively group of whales, often very playful, reminding us of AB
pod prior to the oil spill. AG pod individuals have been seen pursuing several
species of fish including halibut. In one case, two AG individuals swam
temporarily with 10 Dall's porpoises as both cetaceans species milled rapidly
together, apparently in pursuit of the same fish schools.
Easily recognizable individuals include AG5, AG6 and AG23."

Sample from AG collection—recognizable male AG23
circled. With the 30x Lumix I could easily have taken
enough matches to identify the pod. Can't find explanation
for codes or linking (familial?) lines.

richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Shawn Eisele

PS 06626: Responding to my request for more
orca photos, Chris and Shawn uploaded several.
CS-all More dorsals I haven't tried to
match these, but it seems almost certain that from
these nice photos, we, or the orca experts, could put
a name on the pod we traveled with
SE01 Male Sure looks like the same guy
Chris photographed, top left.

Shawn Eisele

Chrs Spenner

SE01

CS-all
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SE02
richard.carstensen@gmail.com

Allie Smith

At Auke Bay, Sam came by with the Discovery van to collect us,
and we crammed it to the gills with people and gear. Shawn drove, and
dropped me off first at Behrends. For me this is the last of 5 back-toback field trips since returning to Alaska in May, from southern POW
to Kodiak. No more are scheduled, and I'm glad of it. But neither
would I trade a single one of them.
Gunalchéesh Dakáa Xoo!

AS01
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